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Community Learning 
and Living 2010

Practical Solutions and 
accessing equipment
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COMMUNITY LEARNING AND LIVING

• DHS Therapy Funded Service
• Statewide - primarily service metro Melbourne
• Like a CHC (specialised and multidisciplinary)
• Through-put service, not fixed (250 clients per year)
• Philosophy based in Human Rights and Person 

Centred Practice
• Responsive - Positions shaped around client Request 

for Service
• Fee for Service - new direction

Who are we?
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We work with people to identify and develop skills,
knowledge and confidence so people can explore
their options and work towards their goals in life.

Driving Philosophy
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Community Learning and Living is the client’s:

• Ally

• Resource buddy

• Support network to help a client facilitate and/or 
problem solve to meet personal goals and participate 
in life-roles of choice

Building Partnerships
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• Target Group people with physical and sensory 
disabilities, ABI, Cognitive impairment

• Age 18-65
• Referral
• Request for Service
• Eligibility assessment
• Goal setting/contract
• Service agreement based on individualised outcomes/ 

Quality Framework DHS Vic 2007

Service Delivery
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Four Key Areas:

• Therapy Services

• Advocacy, Personal Development and Community 
Inclusion

• Independent Living Skills Assessment

• Mobility and Public Transport Training

A Multidisciplinary Model 
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• Short term/orthopaedic/respiratory/pain/neurological
• Long term/health and well being/falling
• Home modifications/outreach
• Consultancy/professionals
• Technology/assessment/prescription/funding/training
• Training/client/significant others/staff
• Programs to enhance people participation in personal 

domestic and community activities( ADL)
• Mobility and Public Transport Training

Therapy Services
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• 7 Therapists, most part-time
3 Occupational Therapists
3 Physiotherapists
1 Speech Pathologist 

• 2 Program Support Workers, part-time

• 1 Mobility and Public Transport Trainer, part-time

Staffing
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• Clients with complex needs 
• Many players in client’s life/double up service
• Communication with other service providers 

increasingly important
• High services delivery throughput 
• Low client throughput
• Wait list up
• Quick response requests - pressure care, pain, falls
• Post op/injury/respiratory

Trends in Therapy Delivery
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• Increased cost of technology
• Fee for service/top up funding difficult to source
• OHS more requests for training/Train the Trainer/ 

equipment
• Need to identify where therapy stops/conflict
• Ageing and disability
• Medical intervention prolongs life
• Medical/technology/tracheotomy/peg-feed

ventilator/catheters/continence/suction
• New trend Fee for Service/time constraint

Trends in Service Delivery
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• Modifications tend to be ongoing and varying
in frequency

• Wheelchairs/customised
• Tilt in space
• Recline
• Supports/head/chest/hips/thighs
• Controls/joystick
• Pressure care/seat/chest/elbows/footboard
• Tray

Equipment Needs
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Children
• Growth – equipment that will allow 

for change in child’s width, height
• Modifications – may need to occur 

at a faster rate during periods of 
growth or change in functional 
skills

• When/how to transition between 
manual/powered mobility

– School, home, community
– Balance between activity and 

independence
• Postures more flexible, need to 

monitor scoliosis/ other joint 
deformity

– 24 hr positioning: standing frames, 
exercise program, bed positioning, 
Bed resting AFO’s etc.

Adolescents/Adults
• Modifications tend to be ongoing 

and become more complex with 
time

• Postures become more fixed 
– Surgery may be required-> 

change in posture/seating 
• Technology becomes increasingly 

important to maintain 
independence e.g. environmental 
control units

• Compliance with exercise and 
positioning programs may decline 

Equipment considerations
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What next when the hands are too weak?

Pushing the boundaries
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Using the lower lip to operate the joystick

Pushing the Boundaries
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Pushing Boundaries

Client can position joy stick by operating 
elevating leg mode in control box
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Pushing the Boundaries

Creating a chest support
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Environmental Control

Operated by chin using miniature joystick
• Computer 
• Radio
• Television
• Environmental Control
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Cost of Technology

CASE 1  - 25Year old Spinal Muscular Atrophy
• Basic electric wheelchair price                        $7,239
• Tilt in space                                                     $2,761
• Flexible mount                                                 $1,100
• Mini Joystick                                                    $2,280
• Powered position of hardware                         $2,200
• Remote switches and control                             $420
• Pressure care                                                     $685
• Up-charge to enhanced display and Mount    $1,258
• Total wheelchair cost $22,721
• Top up required                                             $14,710
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Cost of Technology

CASE 2  - 28 year old man with MD

• Seat Lift $1,725
• Power elevating leg rests $1,800
• Ventilators tray Batteries $1,195
• Total wheelchair cost $22,408
• Top up funding required          $13,658
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Other Cost Examples

• IV- pole $96
• Recline shower commode $4,027
• Top up funding                                $2,652
• Home modifications/Bathroom      $10,000 

A&EP ceiling about                         $4,400
• Environmental control                     $5,809
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Funding Options

• A&EP $8,750 for electric wheelchair
• A&EP being centralised/moving to 

Ballarat Health Services www.dhs.vic.gov.au/ds/aep
• Transition period December 2010-June 2011
• Client/family contribution often limited
• Clients moving to individualised funding packages may 

have to budget ahead
• Trust funds/limited with recent economic downturn
• Organisational discretionary fund
• Rotary/Lions/Media
• Future - NDIS/Fee for service
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Difficulties Encountered

• Therapists tend to be primary assessors/may have to 
compromise judgement because of high costs

• Long wait list, people with moving disabilities don’t have 
that time

• Often have to reassess prescribed equipment/time 
between assessment and finished product/2years

• Therapist save $s - tryouts/fabricate straps

• Competition for Government Health $ is strong
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Out and About – From 0 to 10 kph

My name is Ismail (Izzy) and I am 27 years old. I was born with a physical disability called Spinal 
Muscular Atrophy. Up until the beginning of 2009, I had lost my independence. I was unable to 
drive my current wheelchair as my hands had become too weak to use the controls and I had to 
be pushed everywhere which was really frustrating for me and hard on my mum and my carer.

I had been waiting for over five years for a new wheelchair which I felt was never going to come. 
Funding was scarce, (and still is) especially for adults and there was no way I could afford to pay 
the amount needed on my own.

Thanks to the support of my case manager Ann and also my physio Trudi who is from Community 
Learning and Living at Yooralla, we managed to find the funding we needed to get the wheelchair 
I so desperately needed.

After countless appointments and visits to and from the wheelchair factory, I finally started to have 
some hope. After waiting for so long, we had finally come up with a solution that would allow me 
to drive my wheelchair once again. It was so new that I had to wait for the technology to be 
invented. The solution is for me to drive with a mini joystick mounted under my chin.

At last I have my freedom once more. This is the fastest wheelchair I've ever had and I couldn't be 
happier. I can easily go on the train and go to the city whenever I want. I can go to Sydney Road 
to help my mum with her shopping, and get around with my friends as well as attend TAFE at 
NMIT.
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